This contribution reviews a number of contested issues in the historiography of the late medieval English parish. In contrast to views expressed by Clive Burgess in a recent article in this journal, it is argued that the reliability of churchwardens' accounts cannot be judged in a general manner, but depends on the specific questions historians want answered. While offering reliable insights into ordinary financial transactions made by churchwardens on behalf of their parishes, they are utterly inadequate for a histoire totale of local religious life. Closer examination of the function, context and compilation of the records suggests that quantitative analysis is not only possible, but an essential prerequisite for informed discussion of parish regimes. The complexity of local communities and the desirability of comparative perspectives call for a plurality of approaches. Finally, the pivotal role of churchwardens within the varying (religious, political and administrative) configurations of the 'whole body of the parish' is reasserted.
Around 1500, Englishmen and women formed a heterogeneous social body, but almost all had one thing in common: they were parishioners. Parish studies thus promise unrivalled insights into the public lives of the vast majority of the population. This short contribution engages with a number of issues raised in a recent article on churchwardens' accounts and parish government on the eve of the Reformation (hereafter cited as 'Lessons'). 1 In his article, Clive Burgess argues that scholars with particular agendas have used accounts in an uncritical fashion. He points to the possible existence of funds and activities unrecorded by the churchwardens and concludes that 'quantification remains out of the question' ('Lessons', 331). In a final section, the focus shifts to the complexity of parish government, in which the role of churchwardens
should not be overstated.
Dr Burgess is the author of a string of seminal essays on pre-Reformation religion, above all relating to chantries and anniversaries in London and Bristol. His work has been instrumental for the recent reassessment of the state of the late medieval Church.
This latest article provides a useful reminder of the complexity of English parishes, both in terms of surviving source material and communal organization. It also highlights two divergent approaches to parish studies. One, favoured by Burgess himself, focuses on particular case studies within a specific region or setting. Drawing on exceptionally extensive archives, he examines parish life on all levels and in all sources, employing qualitative methods and emphasizing the idiosyncrasy of individual contexts. The ultimate aim is a comprehensive view of the history and society of a given locality. A different approach, on the other hand, concentrates on 'communal' activities in comparative perspective. It considers shared canonical duties and structural similarities sufficient grounds for a nationwide analysis of parish governance. Aiming for 'breadth' rather than 'depth' of coverage, the focus lies on churchwardens' accounts as the Eight] Men', the members remained (in theory) subject to the assembly. The 'Lessons' rightly point to the rector or vicar also playing a part, perhaps through offering advice, writing records, attending assemblies and holding one of the keys to the parish chest. At times, as in Morebath's notorious dispute on the clerk's wages in the 1530s, representatives of external authorities could be present as well. 9 Inevitably, local peculiarities and specific situations led to variations from this ideal type, but it is a pattern emerging in many late medieval communities.
As administrative organizations, lay parish bodies were neither amorphous nor unfathomable, but fairly sophisticated and very roughly comparable to microscopic business 'groups'. At the heart, the main communal unit ran central affairs (canonical duties and localized add-ons) as a kind of 'holding company', with links to a number of affiliated 'daughters' or associated 'partners', be it chapels, stocks or lights providing more specialized services on the periphery. Sometimes the latter operated entirely separately (chapels of ease in distant hamlets), sometimes they routinely reported to the centre (stocks in many Devon parishes) and sometimes particular duties were 'outsourced' altogether (e.g. rent collection in major towns). Members of the group, furthermore, entered into 'joint ventures' with otherwise independent local bodies such as major guilds or chantries, perhaps to allow liturgical and administrative 'synergies'
(as in the case of the Halleway chantry at All Saints) or to fund a major investment (e.g. Moving to the reliability of churchwardens' accounts for reflecting 'communal' activities, constraints of space impose a rather cursory survey. First of all it should be noted that critical analysis of the source does not have to start from scratch.
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Inconsistencies in coverage, arithmetical mistakes, biases in survival, topographical differences and the peculiar blend of oral and written elements are but some of the themes in relevant studies, none of which, it may be noted, questions accounts as radically as the 'Lessons'. 12 The only way to tackle the problems is to try and collect as much information as possible about the raison d'être, compilation and auditing of parish accounts. In what follows, a two-step procedure will be adopted.
Step one consists of two 'case studies', or -more precisely -jigsaw-puzzles assembled to illustrate accounting procedures in a hypothetical town and a hypothetical village.
Step two then addresses some variables affecting our judgement of specific sources. The case studies are narratives composed of mosaic stones found in particular localities, laying claim not to universal applicability, but a certain plausibility. They do not attempt to reduce the complexity of individual situations and factors to just two types, although in some important respects English parishes did cluster around two distinct regimes. 13 Given that few archives are as copious as those quarried for the 'Lessons', a degree of collation is inevitable for a reconstruction of accounting processes in most local communities. The point is to illustrate 'how it could have been' in many parishes, based on components appearing repeatedly in the sources.
14 For 'case study' number one, therefore, let us visit the borough of Market Albion, a relatively prosperous provincial town nestling around a church of St Mary's. At its annual audit on Candlemas a shop in the High Street. The clerk grumbled, as this meant another item to add to the arrears. 41 Two days before Candlemas, the masters bent over the parchment roll with the neatly written account. 42 William, ever scrupulous, noticed that the receipt tag for the Good Friday collection was missing and disallowed an item for a conduit as it had been paid by somebody else. 43 At the same time, he agreed to raise the matter of outstanding rents with the town council. 44 On Candlemas itself, the audit went by the book. 45 The parishioners discharged the senior warden, approved William's plan for the aisle and agreed to allow one collection for the project next year. Yet more memoranda to add for the clerk! 46 Some miles away in our second 'case study', the village of Cattleton, local churchwarden Nicholas felt nervous. It was time for him, too, to make his annual reckoning, but on the latest count he actually had 6 s. 8 d. too much! 47 However, as there was no 'paper book' recording his transactions, the reason could not be discovered. John, a literate parishioner, helped him to write the draft account on a loose sheet of paper. 48 The only slip of evidence to consult was a summary of the money gathered at the lightwardens' ale. 49 The parish audit here was a rather livelier occasion than over in Market Albion.
Sir Henry, the vicar, read out a long series of statements from each parish stock before moving to the main communal account. 50 detail, or -to the contrary -striking regularity of presentation, both highlighted by the 'Lessons' (316) as causes for concern, should not be taken to suggest unreliable coverage. The former reflects the system's sensitivity to personnel and/or administrative changes, and the latter is only superficially standardized. If wardens used 'forms', arranging rent rolls or accounts in a set fashion over a number of years, they did so for convenience and out of experience rather than to feign an idealized order. Year in and year out, these same documents accommodated variety and divergence, recording 'nil' under certain headings, mirroring idiosyncratic fundraising situations and including 'memoranda' whenever appropriate. 55 Reassuringly, the world of parish accounting was well ordered, but never static. The wardens' ordinary financial transactions on behalf of the parish community are highly likely to feature in the accounts. between the wardens' resources and those stored in the parish chest corresponded to that between a current and a deposit account. 60 The latter could be accessed for loans or special needs (usually duly recorded 61 ), but not for everyday transactions. The best scenario is to work from audited final accounts, incorporating adjustments during the various phases of compilation and scrutiny. The parchment rolls of St arrangements and out-sourcing of certain activities made corporate scrutiny more difficult, but negligent officers and elites were challenged nevertheless. 65 Yet further confirmation of the reliability of the sources is the fact that they mirror macro-historical trends known to affect English parishes during the period. Tudor local government reforms vastly increased the secular responsibilities of the office of churchwarden and the emphasis of their accounts duly changes over the course of the sixteenth century. 66 The various reformations, meanwhile, depended on sustained campaigns of enforcement, not least through visitations of the localities. Again, the effect emerges crystal clear from the sources. 67 At the same time, overseers of the poor and of the highways started to operate alongside the churchwardens, while the religious and social divisions of the country put parochial coherence to the test. The complexity of parish affairs now derived from a new local matrix. throughout much of late medieval Europe, arguing that comparable phenomena like local territorial organization and growing evidence for quasi-corporate lay activities could have ecclesiastical as well as socio-economic roots. 72 The 'Lessons', meanwhile, continue their author's sustained campaign for the pre-eminence of Purgatory in late medieval spirituality and the need to revise the 'orthodoxy' of grass-roots discontent with parish religion. 73 All of these pathways, however, are perfectly legitimate approaches to the ultimate goal of a multidimensional understanding of the parish.
'Objective' findings, if at all conceivable, are most likely to result from a combination of scholarly perspectives.
It is to be hoped that the 'Lessons' spark a wider debate on the nature and reliability of churchwardens' accounts and the structures of parish government. While addressing legitimate issues and pinpointing difficult problems, the argument is often speculative and the conclusions extreme. This brief response advocates methodological pluralism and differentiated judgements. In parish studies, as elsewhere, the 'breadth' of comparative approaches can help to contextualize the 'depth' of individual case studies.
Tudor Parliaments would not have chosen parishes as basic units of local government if they had lacked any structural coherence. One key consideration, however, is the object of scholarly enquiry. Churchwardens' accounts offer an almost complete record of the monetary transactions of the main parish office and they are reliable guides to the overwhelming part of ordinary 'communal' transactions, but they cannot provide a histoire totale of parish activities in a wider sense. Parish government, in turn, was indeed complex, but varied in structures and processes depending on whether we examine it from a religious, political or administrative perspective. 
